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The Scientific Work of Has sler Whitney

Whitney was a pioneer in many areas which have contributed

enormously to the growth of mathematics during the past forty years.

The following discus sion can cover only a few of the highlights of his

work.

The field of Differential Topology began wit}:. Whitney's work in

the period 1936-1944. The concept of a "differentiable manifold" defined

by overlapping coordinate neighborhoods had recently been introduced by

Veblen and Whitehead. Whitney laid the groundwork for further develop

ment by showing that every such manifold could be smoothly embedded

in a high dimensional euclidean space. In fact, he showed that an

r-times differentiable manifold could be embedded as a real analytic

submanifold of euclidean space. Later he showed that an n-dimensional

manifold could actually be embedded in 2n-dimensional space, and

inunersed in (2n-l)-dimensional space. The geometric techniques

involved in proving these results were of great interest, and continue

to be very important in current research.

The 1944 paper on inunersions was also the beginning of the

systematic study of singularities of differentiable ITlappings. He returned

to this subject in 1955, and helped to initiate an extremely rich theory

which potentially has great importance, not only for pure mathematics,

but also for fluid dynaITlics, biology, and indeed for all areas of applied

mathematics. These potentialities are now being intensely developed

by R. Thorn, J. Mather, c.r.d others.

Throughout his career, Whitney has ITlade many contributions

to the local study of differentiable functions. This has been of decisive

iITlportance in later work by B. Malgrange and many others. To cite

one example, L. Hormander's solution of the division problem for dis

tribution (a basic result in the modern theory of partial differential

equations) made essential use of Whitney's work.
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In 1937 and 1938 Whitney helped create Cohomology and the theory

of cup products. He showed, for example, that duality in manifolds, and

the Hopf classification for mappings from an n-complex to an n-sphere,

both gain greatly in clarity when formulated in terms of Cohomology.

Cohomology Theory is now a basic tool, essential to many branches of

mathematics. The key concept of "tensor product" for abelian groups is

also due to Whitney.

In roughly the same period, 1935-1941, Whitney was founding

another important branch of topology, the theory of Fiber Bundles. The

tangent bundle of a differentiable manifold, and the normal bundle

associated with any embedding in euclidean space, are its most funda

nlental invariants. Whitney was the first to introduce these basic con

cepts, and to relate them through what we now call the "Whitney sum"

construction. Together with E. Stiefel he defined the characteristic

classes associated with any sphere bundle. Whitney showed that these

classes were properly described in terms of cohomology theory, and he

discovered the formula for the characteristic classes of a Whitney sum.

Also, he proved the basic classification theory for sphere bundles, in

terms of maps into a Grassmann manifold.

Closely related is the field of Obstruction Theory, which began

with Whitney's work on Fiber Bundles, and which he did much to develop.

(See, for example, his 1949 paper on mappings of a 3-complex into a

simply connected space.) Obstruction theory has become one of the

most basic tools of homotopy theory, and has great influence in other

branches of mathematics.

One relatively minor paper, dating from 1937, has had an

extremely large impact in recent years. Whitney's classification of

immersions of the circle in the plane, by means of the "rotation number"

has led directly to the classification of all immersions by S. Smale and

M. Hirsch and to important developments in foliation theory by

A. Phillips and M. L. Gronlov.

3.
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After all this talk of Whitney's succes ses it is perhaps only fair

to mention one field in which he (and the rest of the mathematical world)

has so far been unsuccessful. From his first published papers in 1931

down to the present day, Whitney has maintained a lively and active

interest in the four color problem, and related topics in graph theory.

No solution of the four color prcblem has yet been found.

Conclusion. At the beginnings of the most fruitful branches of

recent mathematics: Algebraic Topology, Differential Analysis and

Topology, one finds the name of Whitney associated with the key concepts,

those with which the theories were launched. Deeply original, completely

indifferent to mathematical fads and fashions, Whitney has been a

germinal spirit. Into vague and half-for=ed theories he brought the basic

ideas which permitted its elaboration and development. He is surely one

of the most creative and influential of contemporary mathematicians.

4.
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SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF HASSLER WHITNEY

1. The coloring of graphs, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. 17 (1931), 122-125.

2. Analytic extensions of differentiable functions defined in closed sets,
Trans. of Alner. Math. Soc. 36 (1934), 63-89.

3. Sphere-spaces, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. 21 (1935), 464-468.

4. A function not constant on a connected set of critical points,
Duke Math. Jour. 1 (1935), 514-517.

5. Differentiable manifolds, Annals of Math. 37 (1936), 645-680.

6. On regular closed curves in the plane, Compositio Math. 4 (1937),
276-284.

7. The maps of an n-complex into an n-sphere, Duke Math. Jour. 3
(1937), 51-55.

8. Topological properties of differentiable manifolds, Bull. Arner.
Math. Soc. 43 (1937), 785-805.

9. On products in a complex, Annals of Math. 39 (1938), 397-432.

10. Tensor products of abelian groups, Duke Math. Jour. 4 (1938),
495-528.

11. On the theory of sphere -bundles, Proc. at. Acad. Sci. 26
(1940), 148-153.

12. On the topology of differentiable manifolds, Lectures in
Topology, Univ. of Michigan Press (1941), 101-141.

13. The self-intersections of a smooth n-manifold in 2n-space,
Annals of Math. 45 (1944), 220-246.

14. The Singularities of a smooth n-rnanifold in (2n-l)-space,
Annals of Math. 45 (1944), 247-293.

15. On ideals of differentiable functions, Amer. Jour. Math. 70
(1948), 635-658.
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16. Classification of the mappings of a 3-complex into a simply
connected space, Annals of Math. 50 (1949), 270-284.

17. On singularities of mappings of Euclidean spaces, I. Mappings
of the plane into the plane, Annals of Math. 62 (1955), 374-410.

18. Elementary structure of real algebraic varieties, Annals of Math.
60 (1957), 545-556.

19. Geometric Integration Theory, Princeton University Press,
Princeton, N. J. (1957), xv + 397 pp. (Princeton Mathematical
Series, 21)

20. Singularities of mappings of Euclidean spaces, Symposiu=
Internacional de Topologia Algebraica, Mexico, 1956 (1958),
285- ,01.

21. (with F. Bruhat) Quelques propril!tl!s fondamentales des ensembles
analytiques-rl!els, Comm. Math. Helv. 33 (1959), 132-160.

22. Local properties of analytic varieties, in: Differential and
Combinatorial Topology (Syll1posiu= in Honor of Marston Morse),
Princeton University Press, Princeton, N. J. (1965), pp. 205-244.

23. Tangents to an analytic variety, Annals of Math. 81 (1965), 496-549.
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to • r _I

July 20. 1970

Thia will authorize you to pay P to $600 to
a Princetou araduate atudlltlt who bu be vorldu& with
Profeaaor Whitney. The check ia to e dravu to the
atudent'a order and eeut to Profeasor Whitney at b1.a
req t. The unt ahould bel cbarl-.l to Professor

1.tney'a Aae1atanta Puud.

Prof.. r llb.itne)' will be in touch with )'0Il

d1.recUy about the recipient the lint.

Carl yaen

cc: Profesaor Whitnay
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Hay 14, 1970

Dear IIassler:

Here is the _ter!al thst Professor
Wirszup sent .e after talking to Adrian Albert.
Anything you want please keep. Anything you
don't want you _y return At your convenience.

Cordially,

Carl Kaysen

Professor Hassler Whitney
Institute for Advanced Study

Material as indicated in Prof. Wirszup's letter of May 5, 1970
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THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

5734 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

CHICAGO· ILLINOIS 60631

May 5, 1970

Dr. Carl Kaysen, Director
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Dear Dr. Kaysen,

I was extremely pleased to hear from Dean A. A. Albert
about the interest you expressed in the work of the Survey of
Recent East European Mathematical Literature. At Professor Albert's
suggestion, I am sending you some SURVEY publications, as well as
inforaation on the SURVEY, its programs and activities. A general
description of the SURVEY and lists of its publications are given
in Appendix I.

SURVEY progrlllls currently in progress are as follows:

1. The SURVEY, in cooperation with the School Mathematics
study Group (SMSG) of Stanford University, has been studying
the extensive literature on research and experiments in the
psychology of learning and teaching mathematics, which have
been conducted in the Soviet Union over the past twenty-five
years. As a result of this effort, SMSG and the SURVEY are
jointly publishing a fifteen voluae series comprising transla
tions of selected Russian research papers and monographs. The
series is entitled Soviet Studies in the Psychology of Learning
and Teaching Mathematics.

I am sending you the first three volumes of the series.
A detailed listing of the contents of all 15 volumes (which will
be published during 1970-71) is given in Appendix II. The series
will not end with volume 15, however, but will be continued.
AIlong the .onographs currently being prepared for inclusion in
subsequent volumes are the following:

M. M. Bongard, The Proble. of Learning, Moscow, 1967,
320pp.

Psychological Abilities of the Youngest Schoolchildren
in Mastering Mathematics, Editor: V. V. Davydov, Moscow,
1969, 288pp.
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Dr. Carl Kaysen
page 2 May 5, 1970

Learning Capacity and Age Level, Editors: D. B. El' konin
and V. V. DaVldov, Moscow, 1966, 235pp.

L. B. Itel'son, Mathematical and Cybernetic Methods in
Teaching, Moscow, 1964, 249pp.

E. N. Kabanova-Meller, Tbe Formation of Methods of Mental
Activity and the Mental Development of Schoolchildren,
Moscow, 1968, 288pp.

V. A. Krutetskii, The PsychologY of Schoolcbildren's
Mathematical Abilities, Moscow, 1968, 431pp.

L. N. Landa, Algorithms and Teaching, Moscow, 1966,
523pp.

Foundations of Methods of Elementary Matbematics Instruc
tion, Editor: A. S. Pcbelko, Moscow, 1963, 376pp.

N. F. Talyzina, Theoretical Problems of Programmed
Instruction, Moscow, 1969, 134pp.

2. The SURVEY has already published 33 books, which are
translations and adaptations of Soviet books in extracurricular
mathe.atics for secondary school students and their teachers,
or of monographs and texts for the training of aathematics
teachers. These publications are listed in Appendix I, and excerpts
frOll reviews of the SURVEY editions are given in Appendix III.
This progru, too, will be continued. I am sending you some of
the SURVEY publications in this area.

Additional programs of study and publications which I am
now developing are:

3. Texts and aonographs designed for the Soviet Secondary
Schools for Computer-Programmers and for their other schools
for mathematically gifted youngsters. (Please see Appendix IV).
As part of this program the SURVEY is currently publishing the
series Library of School Mathematics with the M.I.T. Press.
The Russian originals were prepared by Professor I. M. Gel'fand
of Moscow University and the staff of the Mathematics Corre
spondence School for talented secondary school stUdents. I am
sending you the first three volumes of this series.
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4. Texts and experiaental materials currently appearing in
connection with the new aathematics curriculua for the Soviet
general schools. (Please see Appendix V).

5. Books and .onographs on the methods of teaching mathemat
ics. Literature of this type is ahlost completely ..iBlSiog in the
United States. (Please see Appendix VI).

6. A aeries in the psychology and methodology of teaching
aatheaatics and other subjects to handicapped children. The
Soviet Union, unfortunately, is .any years ahead of us in this
area as well as in the psychology of learning and teaching so
called "norlllal" children. The one exception is in research on
emotionally disturbed children, in which the United States haa
far surpassed the RussilUUh

Research at the Imstitute of Defectology of the U.S.S.R.
Acadeay of Pedagogical Sciences has been outstanding for a long
tiae. The fact that their research on handicapped children proved
to be of tre-endous Talue in analyzing the learning proceBlSes in
"normal" children, has resulted in an even greater emphasis during
the last ten years on the develo.-ent of special education in IlIlssia.
An excellent example of the above is the research done by the re
nowned neuropsychologist A. R. Luriya and reported by his and L. S.
Tsvetkova in the monograph, Neuropsychological Analysis of the
Solving of [Arithmetic] Problems, Moscow, 1966, 29lpp.

In the United States special education only recently achieved
significance - and that primarily through the attention and resources
devoted to socially disadvantaged and ..entally retarded children.
The aia of the planned SURVEY series in special education is to
acquaint American specialists with Soviet achievements and thus
prevent the repetition here of siailar research with its concomitant
expenditures of time and effort. A sampling of titles that are
being considered for inclusion in this series is given in Appendix VII.

If I can be of any assistance to you, I would be very happy
to do so. If you or any meaber of the Institute would like to visit
the SURVEY, Dean Albert and I would be delighted to receive you at
the University and to show and discuss with you in detail the aany
monographs, books and periodicals on Soviet education research.

Sincerely yours,

lzaak Wirszup
Professor of Mathematics

IW:he
c.: Dean A. A. Albert
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PlUNCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS

Anril 13, 1970

Mr. Carl Kaysen
Institute :fo r Advm ced Study /

Dear Carl,

I would like to have Ro)ert B. Gardner

of 801umbia University a my assistant

during the academic y 1970-71.

~
Hassler Whitney
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January 29, 1970

Dear Bassler:

1 _ sorry 1 didn't have s chance
to cstch you at the end of the eting yesterday.
In y event, there is a eting this DIOrning
st 11:00 a.lI. i JlfY office with Messrs. Short
snd Widmer who are representing a Princeton
citizens group on the battlefield matter. If
you have ti and wish to come, 1 would be glad
to have you join us.

Cordially,

Carl :taysen

Professor Hassler Whitney
Institute for Adv ced Study
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October 2, 1969

near Hassler:

Thanks very 1III1Ch for the gift of
forty shares of General Motors.

Is there SOllIe particular use you
would lib it to be put to or do you siJaply
wish it to be added to the Institute's general
funds?

Cordially.

Carl Iaysen

Professor Hassler Whitney
Institute for Advanced Study
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS

Oct. 2, 1969

Hr. D. C. Dilts
Laidlw and Co.
Princeton, N. J.

Dear Mr. Dilts:

ould you olease trlll'lsfer trolD II\Y account with Laidlllll to the
Institute tor Advanced Stud¥, Princeton, N. J., torty (40) shares or
General Motors stock. (This is a gUt. )

Please let lIIe know the value when received.

Ve truly ~ours,

Hassler Whitney
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Memorandum for the file

February 3, 1969

Hassler Whitney telephoned the Director today
and confirmed the note of November 22 to Mr. Morgan from
Dr. Kaysen; Professor Whitney will be away the last two
weeks in March for school examination trips in Europe.

~,;r;;w
Ruth Bartell
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lJa....oHr 27. 1968

Dear aaler:

I '" read witb intere t aboot the
Rational I.e ..,. Survey C ttee 'a report
t~ti/:a. If you have e copy tut you CaD

spare. I 1d ry b appreciate seeiq it
all 11 aa the e 1 vol on ergra te
educ:ation in _th_ti/:s.

CordIally.

Carl I:&ys

Professor a.saler Wb1tDey
I titute f r Advanee4 tudy
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OCt r 3, 19

r

Would you 1.... ad to .ler WhitDey'.
ary $1,20 en the ariod Sept her 30 to

31 December. thi. to the C t1 ey
Thia refl eta 11 cutbae in hi. Y t,
and I 8841 no rea.on ., abould bear t bu1:de
of W ••

to ea. lar 8dJu t
aU nd ••••

Carl
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Jlaftlllb,er 22. 19

Owing to NSF funding problems Profes.or Whitney
would like to get back on the payroll for full time
1 January to 30 June. He ho es that the P money will
beccme aveil b1e a in nd he will therefore have a
correspondina reductio to half ti 1 July to 3 December
next year, but that remains to be seen.

C.I:.

Note for file: Professor Whitney will be on leave
10 days in March for a trip to Switzerland.
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETO , 'EW JERSEY 08540

T~ephone-609-9'4-4400

THE D1REcrOR

Memorandum for File

March 25, 1968

Conversation with Professor Whitney in the Director's Office
at 3:30 p.m. Monday, March 25, 1968

~D<-
Hassler Whitney's arrangement with ~is now

fairly firm. He would like to go on leave for half time
with half his pay from the Institute and with the Institute
continuing to pay its contribution to all the benefits, etc.
and to withhold at the level of full salary.

elL
C. K.
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INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Professor Hassler Whitney will give a lecture

entitled HOLOMORPHIC MULTIFUNCTIONS on Thursday,

February 15, 1968, at 2:45 p.m. in the Library Wing.

Elementary applications to analytic varieties will

be given.
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INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Professor Hassler Whitney will give a set of two or

three lectures entitled ELEMENTARY STUDY OF ANALYTIC

VARIETIES on Thursdays at 2:00 p.m. in Fuld Hall

Lecture Room 119 starting March 9, 1967.
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THE I STITUTE FOR ADVA CED STUDY
PRJ 'eETON, NEW JERSEY o8jfO

Tdcphonc- 609-9 zf-HOO

THE DlRECfOR

December 15, 1967

Memorandum for File

Conversation with Professor Whitney in the Director's
Office Thursday, December 14, 1967 - Dr. Kaysen

Professor Whitney, reflecting an earlier con
versation between us, continued discussion of his interest in
working on mathematics teaching. I indicated that in my own
judgment it was up to each member of the faculty to decide how
profitably to spend his time and that I saw nothing in principle
wrong with a decision by Professor Whitney to devote a good deal
of energy in the near future to working on the problems of teach
ing mathematics. Should it appear to him that these interests
took so much of his time and effort as to preclude his continued
attention to mathematics at the Institute, this would be a matter
which we could review at a later date.

Professor Whitney expressed his desire to take
half time leave next year, the other half of his time to be paid
for by Educational Development Corporation in Cambridge. I agreed
that I would recommend this to the Trustees and expected that they
would concur. I suggested to Professor Whitney that he notify his
colleagues of his intention, and requested that he continue to serve
on the Committee on Logic. He agreed to do this and said he ex
pected to he able to attend most meetings of the Faculty on the
selection of members and the like.

Gte
C.K.
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A ril 0, 1 67

Dear Hary:

I ha e no found out a little re a ut the
roa that aro s d your c ncem. This is a rivate road
that Princeton Univera ty is building that ",111 connect
th next stage of their apartment roject to Alexander
Str et. It begins on lexander Straet nath of the broo
and curves around to parallel our north-south boundary
line. It will atop several hundred feet south of the
intersection of Srrin dale and llardin Roads. The
University has no intention of rushin for the te ion
of Sprincdaie Road until efter Dec er, 1970. A you

now. we o·e to et wor on the southwe ortion o::>f
the loor r ad started by then in the hope that thi will
obviate the nece sity for ext ndi~ pri d Ie Road.

Cordially,

Carl Kay en

Mrs. Hassler Whitney
56 ",11 Lan
Princeton, Jers y
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY, Princeton, New Jersey
Office of the Director

randum for File

©

Dec ber 15. 1967

@

Conversation witb Professor Whitney in tbe Director's
Office Thursday. Dec_ber 14. 1967 - Dr. lI:aysen

Professor Whitney. reflecting an earlier
conversation between us. continued discussion of hie interest
in working on mathematics teaching. I indicate that in my own
judgment it was up to e ch member of tbe faculty to decide bow
profitably to spend bis ti and tbat I saw nothing in principle
wrong with a deciaion by Profesaor Whitney to devote a good eal
of energy in the near future to working On the problema of teach
ing IIISthematics. Should it appear to him tbat these interests
took so much of bis ti nd effort as to preclude his continued
attention to methematics at tbe Institute. tbis uld be a tter
which we could review at a later date.

Professor IThitney expressed his desire to take
helf time leave next year. tbe other half of his time to be paid
for by Educational Development Co oration in C ridge. I a reed
that I would rec this to the Truatees d expected that they
would concur. (Hugh Bradley of RDC will some day get in touch with
ID8 about the -ohanica of the arr ement.) I suggested to Pro
fessor Whitney that he notify hill colleagues of his inte tion,
and requested that he continue to serve on the COGDitt.e 0 Logic.
He a reed to do this and said he expected to be able to attend st
meeting_of the Faculty on the s.lection of rs and the like.

C.lt.

Notel Professor Whitney will b a week late for tbe opening of
the second t.rm.
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COP Y

CONFEF.ENCE BOARD OF ASSOCHTED RESEARCH cowcns
Committee on International Exchange of Persons

Cop.fidential Report on Applicant for a Government Grant
Under Public Law 584. The Fulbright Act

Applicant: Hassler Whitney
Concise statement of Proposal To lecture at
general subject of Singularities of ¥~ppings

research on the subject.

Information requested from:
Dr. Robbert Oppenheimer. Director
Institute for Advanced study
Princeton. New Jersey

I

Lecturing X
the College de France. Paris. on the
of Euclidean Spaces; also. continuing

Country: France

It is a pleasure to support the pllcat:um of Professor Hassler Whitney
of the Institute for Advanced sturly for help in his project lecturing at the College
de France. Profess r '</hit ey is r!"cbabJy ~'l(l "loa :magt=tive and certainly one of
the l'oremost topolOGists in the world. "" is a lucid and luminous lecturer. and
I believe that hi!! lact1lI'9 at t'l'3 Coll"l';' do • co .r..1J. be a ~r~" event in mathe_
matical history and Lrt the eult.traJ. ties :>etw,,~'J") this country and Europe. Professor
Whitney is also a man of the greatest cLa. .• d:'.£.'.':'dcr.ce. and h or. rith many
ardent cultural and even athletic avocations a..-.:i a ~!'OOt pur"lt' of selnessress in
his approach to other scient.i.et~. he is su..-e to ,-:i.n a:fectior. as well as admiration
by his visit to Pari •

The Institute for Advanced study has continuing relations with two eminent
mathematicians on the faculty of the College de France. Jean Leray and Jean-Pierre
Serre. It seems most suitable that we take advantage of this opportunity to reoipro
cate. I hope very much that Profesllor itney's application will be favorably con
sidered.

19 July 1956
Robert Oppenheimer

•

,
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Te!lepbone. EXC!Cutive 3'6100 Cable! Address, COINEX, Washington, D. C.

CONFERENCE BOARD OF ASSOCIATED RESEARCH COUNCILS

C01DUTTEE ON INTERNATIO~AL EXCHANGE OF PERSONS

Mailing address: 2101 Constitution Avenue, N.W., Washington 25, D. C.

Office address: 1785 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W. Washington 6, D. C.

MEMBER COUNCILS
AlI.EllIC/LlC COUNCIL OS EDUCATION
AllIERICAS COIJSCIL OF LEAaNI;O SOC1ETIU

NATIONAL RESI;AICH COUNCIL

SOCIAL SClL"CIl lU:sLUCH COUNCIL

InstruC'tions
for

References

COMMITTEE MEMBERS
M. H. fiYTTU'. ClIlJi","", Monnen Gu.vu
MAaLASD P. BlLUSGS Hu.nRT J. H~lSG
FIU.SCIS}. BROWN SIDNEY PAINTU
H ..UOLD C. DEUTSCH \VIUIAM R. PARI[U

\VILLIAW L. DOYLE. PAUL WEAVER

JAWES S. EAnl;Y BRYCE WOOD

F1AKClI A. YOUNG

EXlC'tdiv. S,cretlJ~

These instructions and a confidential re~rt form are forwarded to you by
an applicant, personally known to you, who is making application for a Fulbright
Award. Plpase type or write in black ink on only onp side of thp report form
and, if necessary, use a spcond sheet of approximately the same weight of paper.

It would bp apDreciated if you would provide the Committee with your
appraisal of the applicant's pprsonal character, his professional qualifications,
and his abilit~ to accomplish the puroosp for which thp grant has been requested.
Your commpnts will be used only in connection with a rpview of the candidate's
application.

The Committee has found th~t comments from refprpnces on the following
points are particularly helpful in reviewing applications: What have been the
achievPments of the applicant, and what is his promise as a scholar or teacher
considering his age and present stage of professional development? If the candi
date is applying for an award as a visiting lecturer, does he possess sufficient
maturity and experience to undertake teaching responsibilities in a foreign uni
versity and to represent creditably his American colleagues? If the applicant
requests an award for advanced research, does he have the necessary preparation
i~ his special field, as well as the intellectual qualifications, to undertake
independent and productive research? How would his candidacy be viewed by his
colleagyes in regard to his professional standing? Would he be an effective
representative abroad of American academic and cultural life? Would he and the
members of his family who might accompany him be likely to adapt successfully
to foreign cultures and conditions of life?

As the objective of the Fulbright program is to ostpr international under
standing as well as to assist individuals in furthering their professional
development, the Committee is especially interested in evidences of the applicant's
adaptability, interest in human relations, and capacity for constructive leader
ship. It is hoped that you will refpr to any other factots which you feel the
Committee should consider in reviewing the application.

FAY:rgb
Jan54
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WESTE N UNION /DL_:~:'~ "
NL=Ni!lht tenet

TELEGRAM 1201 IT_'n,=.rlon.'
w. P. MARSHALL. PO•••IOCH\, " -Letter Tek!tnm,..

The 61mJf ume "\Own in u.e, dane hnc ()ft docDe:odc:td~ 1.& STANDARD TIME at point 01 orictn. TIme of recetpc: I. STANDARD TIME at poinl of dcnmauon

ClASS O' SERVICE

ThU U a fut mcsuge
unlo::u iu dJaTed cb1r·

et u indicated by the
_mnbot.

Prof. Hassler ;".'hi tney
c/o National Academy of Science
2101 Constitution Avenue
. ashington, D. C.

We shall
that you

have a short
can attend.

faculty Ileeting
Eest wishes,

at noon Friday 26th. I very much hope

Robert Op enheimer

I--

TH! COMPANY WILL APPt!.CIAT! SUGO!S'T10NS ....0 ... ITt PATaONS CONC!1lNINO ITS S!tV1CII
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June 13, 1962

Professor Hassler Whitney
The Institute for Advanced Study

Dear Profesaor WhitneYI

Dr. Oppenheimer hll8 asked me to write you
about your pension arrangements. At the meeting of
tbe Board of Trustees held in Princeton on April 6
and 7, the Board vot d to increase faculty salaries
to $25,000 and incre se the minimum guaranteed pen ion
through TIAA-CRE to $15,000.

The standard 5~ contribution by the professor
matched by a 5~ contribution by the Institute for the
balance of your tenure as an active professor will not
produce the minicuG guarantee, and the Institute is
therefore adding $133.17 to the thly payments in
your behalf to TIAA-CREF.

You should know also that the Major
contract with TIAA has been modified to reduce
deductible after Blue Cross from $200 to $100.

Cordially yours,

edical
the

Minot C. Horgan, Jr.
General Manager

YDhl"
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cc Mr. Morgan

20 April 1959

Dear Professor Whitney.

Tb te of tl•• Institute, eeting on April 18th,
have fixed yO<lr salary, and that of' your collea e, at
22,S a ~ • st=til'l July 1, ::.~59 •

. ~4~' 1:.:; tell yo the tood r we.

Very sincerely,

obert Opnenhei"l.er

Fro e 5C l ....sler ilr~t y
The Intc.tate fo Aa' c. ~t l
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20 April 1959

Dear Professor Whitn~:

The 'lrustees of the Institute,
eeting on April 18th, have by fol"'!'.al

action asked to express to you their
appreciation and gratitude for your
discussion trlth them. I should like to
add wy own.

Very sincerely,

be, Onpenhsi .er

Professor Ha ~ler hitne
The Inst1 ut " Ad~ ";M" St11<N
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e tor t for 1I.1bel:-e or UIe cult bas
~e '\11"A JOth follow1n(;; .. 811' h b1rtbday.

2. The IlJ8t1tute w1ll allDca.... the , dell u fifty
• cent of tal. ccr.t tim that the Ina lute •

0WIl 'relu--nt, to Call • et t tie. lUrxi. Thie!lmd bas
• established 1n 0 t t e1.9.r1es be «i nth a ha:Ip

age. t 1n!'lat • ~~ 1.nv_ t in equities val:
inc ~. 1J!c nth 1n put, and are C:::leCtod to ir-
e the e are 1'8 or tact that *efit.
!'l'oIIl C.R ~ • ~ar:Y prorlded C••••• ct., and ani r.ot guaJ'81l~

e thoselace UlX!er T.I.A,A.; but bell e that, umer the C.
I.A.A. a nt., your to penalon 18 tar 1IlO1'8 lllteJ3 to GC

prorlded by T I .....A.. alone to tall below thu

w1ll receive a r-.r cenl ct T.I ••4.
vh1eh your re t •••!'i.ta vUl be

tio t. that ct or tb1e let ,
poD 10 1t, pleu do not tate to let kDow.

v

• '~tc ..
Inst.itute tor t
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ANNOUNCEHENT OF

UNITED STATES EDUCATIrnAL EXCHANGE GRANT

The Department of State has announced the awarding of a grant to

Name I

Title'

Institution in U.S.:

Purpose of Grant:

Institution Abroad:

Hassler ~fllitney, Ph.D.

Professor of llathematics

Institute for Advanced Study

To lecture in ~~thematics

College of France
Paris, France

The award is made under the provisions of Public Law 584, 79th
Congress, the Fulbright Act. It is onfl of apnroxirrately 400 grants
for lecturing and research abroad included in the program for the
academic year 1956-57. As provided by the Act, all candidates are
selected py the Board of Foreign Scholarships, the members of which
are apnointed by the President. Lecturers and research scholars are
recommended for the Board's consideration by the Conferencfl Board of
Asaociated Research Councils, which has been designated to receive
and review the applications of candidates in these categories.

The funds used for carrying out the "rogram under the Fulbright
Act are certain foreign currencies or credits owed to or owned by
the Treasury of the United States. Under executiv~ agreements with
foreign governments, programs are currently in effect in the following
countries' Australia, Austria, Belgium and Luxembourg, Burma, Ceylon,
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, India, Iraq, Italy, Japan,
the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, the PhiliPPines,
Thailand, and the United Kingdom.
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(
.~n.o.c..

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
WASHINGTON

In reply refer to
IES

January 16, 1957

Dear Dr. Oppenheimer:

It is a pleasure to inform you that a member of your staff,
Hassler tney , has been selected

by the Board of Foreign Scholarships to receive an award to par
ticipate in the International Educational Ex:change Program under
the Fulbright Act. Enclosed is a copy of an announcement giving
details of this award.

A copy of this letter and three copies of the announcement
are being sent to the Fulbright representative on your campus with
the request that he publicize this award in a suitable manner.

From time to time you may receive announcements of similar
grants to other individuals connected with your institution.
Applicants for lecturing and research grants who have not yet been
notified of the outcome of their candidacies may be assured that
applications are being processed as rapidly as possible and that
they may expect to be infonned of decisions within the near future.

The cooperation of the colleges and universities in the edu
cational exchange program is appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

For the Secretary of State:

.M~~~~. Manuel Espinosa, Chief
Professional Activities Division

International Educational Exchange Service

Enclosure:

Announcement of United States
Educational Exchange Grant.

Dr. J. .obert Oppenheimer,
Director, Institute for Advanced Study,

Princeton, New Jersey.
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS

Jan 5, 1956

Dear Robert,

During the fall I was asked by Leray and Lichnero~i dz
if I Will Id cere to lecture at the College de France in April
June of 1957. A f~rmal invitation i6 probably no~ in process.
The had in mind that I might obtain FilIlbright aid.

It was then too I-te to apply for a Fulbright grant in
the normal fashion, snd I have recently learned that there is
a considerable exce8~ of strong candidates for France for the
nex~ academic year. If I cannot lecture that year, they wo~ld

like to have me the following year. On the other hand, I
think that for several reasons next year might be considerably
better for me than the following.

Since a visit in aris would be to my benefit mathemati
cally also, perhaps sid from the Institute should be considered.
I am writing to ask your advice in this metter.

Sincerely yours,
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS· Publishers
PRINCETON NEW JERSEY

Preside"t, HENllY A. LAUCHLIN

Trustees
CEIlA.LD E. BENTLEY

J. DOUGLAS BROWN

HAROLD W. DODDS

JOSEPH C. ELGIN

RAYMOND C. HARWOOD

RlCARDO A. MESTUS

WHITNEY]. OATES

ROBERT R. PALMER

CHARLES SCRIBNER., JR.

ALDRIDGE c. SMITH, III

H.AJlOLD SPROUT

HUGH TAYLOR

HEr.BEl.T S. BAJLEV, JLJ Director' NORVELL B. lA.MU~ ASIOciau Director and Controller
P. ]. COl'UWIUCHT, Typographer· IIVINC M. UPDIKE, Produdion and Plant Manager

1. MJIUAM BI.OUW, Managing Editor· KENNETH F. COOK, AccQunttJnl

March 29, 1955

Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey

Dear Dr. Oppenheimer:

I am returning herewith your copy of Hassler
Whitney's notes for his course on "An Introduction to
Pure Mathematics." Althougn I am no mathematician, I read
the first 50 paoes with considerable interest, and I am
certain that when they are revised the notes will make a
very exciting and useful little book. I spoke with
Professor Whitney about tnem, and he apparently has made
a promise to another publisher to let him have the revised
manuscript. Of course I was disappointed, but at least it
is good to know that the book will some day be published.
Meanwhile, I want to thank you for making this suggestion,
and I hope you will not hesitate to suggest other possibilities
of books which would be appropriate for us.

It was pleasant to talk with you the other day, and
I believe sucn conversations from time to time may help us
to continue the fruitful cooperation of the Institute and
the Press.

HSB-B

Sincerely yours,

~(~h.
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRmCETON. JERSEY

SCHOOL OF MAT1lDlAnCS '7 D
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copy to Miss Trinterud

April 6, 19S3

etine of the aI - of Trustc s of t
on A 11 3, 1953, it· voted:

(1) To e &V1lilabls to you, to all l'8 of
the Faculty, 1,000 a a fund for your nrofel!lsional travel.
ThU , ~ Dot re~u1red ~ you 111 IY ace ll.:.llte,
but ~d.ll not at y t i excl!ed' 3,000. aUWle to
you only fur t ae p only a r
of the acult of t

(2) To
for all llIIIbcrB of

been ry f
vill "1(T,1 bee ion
v1ll be ttl only
irthdq.

o "incereI: ,

o rt 0 i'eIU 1:: er

Prof s.ar Isler Wb:i.tney
Institute for dVlIllC d Study
Prill t , • J.
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fO:

Mr.r10RANDUM

Dr. Oppenheilller

FROM: LTrinterud

SUBJECT; Professor Whitney- DATE Aug. 8, 1952

When maid ng arrangements about his salary- Professor Whitney asked me to

pay $600 out of his check each month to a bank in Boston as alimony to

his former wife. I agreed to do this, but when Mr. White, our auditor,

noticed it, he objected to m:r doing so, saying he thoUbht it inadvisable

for thll Institute to underta.lte this responsibility. I have no doubt

Prof. Whitney's own bank would do this for him for a very small fee.

Please advise whether or not I should continue to make these payments.

Reply to L. T. 8/11/52; RO suggested following adrlce of our auditors
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co to ,:i!!11 ~nd r: oed
:ZOs. -arnett

I r 20, 1952

ar "roi'ell or t. YI

• you fC#." I

obert onhe r •

•c

or' ~ler dtney
oartlllent of llatolle:ll1llt1c8

lla:,.""rd Unlv raity
rid 38.
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DEPARTMENT OF
MATHEMATIC.

HARVARD UNIVERSITY
CAMBRIDGE 38. MASs.

Prof. . 0 :J nheimer
InstitJte for Adv~nced tudy

rinceton. n...

e&r • of. o-p;Jel1heiner:

I ~I"ve ';Iri t en to Dr. :~Orl bt ';7oifsohn.
6f the l1i ver' i ty of l.~"rylam;, Dsl:ing hir:;
if he would c~re to be oJ Ds~istDnt :or
t~e comin~ ye~r a~ tac Instit~tc. HL
rep i('8 tUl.L he would. ;!~ address is;

~2i5 Sheridan st., ~niversity ~ark,

Hyattsville, Md.

I would be glad if yOJ ~olld invite
him officially. giving nirr unJ required
information.

;.Ie s 110.ud recei ve hi>; Ph.
from ;[<lrv",r<1 this J:me.

ue"ree

Sincerf'ly yOllrR,
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY

DEPARTM ENT OF
MATHEMATICS

CAMBRIDGE 38. MASS.

July 19, 901

rrof. R. Oppenheim~r

Pule Fell
rnetitute for Advanced Stucy
rrir.ceton, Y. J.

Deer !Tof. O~penheirr€r:

I &m gled to sey th&t I ec ept ~ith

pleasure ihe offer to becGme a per~anEnt

member of ihe Iostiiuee. Since I &rr
committed to &'f)vard for U',e GominE, acedelliic
year, ECnd Harv",rd '5 fisc&l yec.r st&rt5
July I, I accept a of July 1, 19~2. I
suppose this is all right 'i th U ..e Insti iute.

/.5 you Clay
in rElnce next
from rrc.rn.r .

I.ug. -$ epi :
Swit.£ocrlanC:.

kn~, I ill be lecturing
f&ll, 0.5 rEchenge rrefe~sor

'y addresfes .... 111 l;E:~

Till Oct. 20: J.n:eriCEtl EXpr~FG, lencen.

Till eboul !pn. ~0; :netitut ~enri

~0ir.car{, ]1 rue ierre Curie, Fer:f (El.

5i ncerely YOlTe,

L~ G..-·V",,».
Fee sler "hi tney d
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cop,. to • Flemtng
Iti.A Trinterud
If1.A tlnd811iOOd
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copy for Professor orse

June 7, 1951

r Professor itneyl

It _s very ood to have your latter of 'ay 31st. e
are all content that you should be thinld wit so e seriousnes
of joini,"," us at the r.stitute.

You will have had • note frca raton orse about ur
vi it. _rh s you 0 -ht to know that • good many people will be
llWIIy, not cnly tho e who 8l"e in ope for the s=er, but von

nd I as nll, just for next wee. It is rrobable that
that will not e you wish to postpone yo visit; but I thought
you would w t to lr ow. T beli e that von ; and I will
both be here in arly July; but I do not know 'orse, elba and
ontgo ry' pI in eno h detail 0 urge y u to &it.

ith every ood wish,

ob rt Op~ nheilller

Profe Bor. 1 r Whitney
Depar ent of I thematics
larvard Uni ity

C ~bridre JS, '"
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THE INSTITUTE FOR AD"A 'CED STUDY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY copy:~s. Russell

June 4, 1951

Professor Hassler Whitney
Department of Mathematics
Harvard University
Cambridge 38, Massachusetts

Dear Hassler:

I am delighted that you are coming d
June 13. Let me know when you are coming and
meet you at the train and will also make res..-rlrm.
for you at the Nassau Tavern.

You will have a fine tilIle
and I hope you will come back to

MMcdu

,

-t y
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DEPARTMENT OF
M.ATHEMATICS

HARVARD UNIVERSITY
CAMBRIDGE 38. MASS.

Eli ot House N-21

CD~bridge 38, Uass.
'ay 31, 1951

/A t..Ji.
~~J~,,~
v f1!t7tVf)u.,.-~~
Vi

/I

ear Prof. Oppenheimer:

I am of co rse greatly honored and pleased ~t the offer
f~m "he Institute of Advanced Study. I ~ill t ink of thiD
in terms of J 1:1 1, 1952. This fall I 1m Vlill be E;.change
~rofessor to ~rance from ~~rvard, giving lecturgs at the
Sorbonne; I ave a course scheduled to teach here in the
Spring term.

Since I t in~ very highly of norv~rd an~ h~ve become
attacheu to t e region, :t is d-ifficult to make up lily n:ind.
I will pLin to let yO.J lcno~1 by mid lIovelilber, if that is al
right.

Thuugh I knovi rinceton fairly Vlell, t'he prospect of
moving there permanentl) puts a neVi light on the n:~ttcr. I
believe I Vlill ta~e ~ short trip do~n, so that I c~n picture
the place wi th this in I.:ind. J.bout June 13 VlO Id prob~LJlv be
a good time for oe. I VlO Id be glad to kno~ if there Toil
be Dny members of t1C Institute there at that time. Another
possibility Vlo~ld De early JU1). I sail for Europe JUly 26th.

Sincerel" yOL.rs,

~WjvJ~
F'asRler 'hitney
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY
CAMBRIDGE 38, MASSACHUSETTS

OFfiCE OF THE PROVOST

May 31, 1951

Dear 1r. oppenheimer:

I very much apprecia e your courtesy in lecting me
know about and giving me the details of your offer to
Hassler llhitney.

The decision is, of course, Whitney's to make, and
I am confident that he will make it almost entirely in
terms of whether at the Institute or at Harvard he can
better advance his scientific work.

H~ is very happy at Harvard. We consider him as one
of our top professors, and he is given treatment as such.
He likes the freedom \~ich prevails in this Faculty and
the colleagues with whom he is associated. He has, as
you perhaps know, refused offers from Chicago and Yale.
I doubt if he would ever leave Harvard for another uni
versity. But the Institute for Advanced Study is another
story, and it may well be that being tile type of person
he is, he will decide that his work will advance better
in Princeton than in Cambridge. If such is his decision,
no one here will quarrel with it, painful as it would be
to lose him.

Sincerely yours,

Provost

Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer
Institute for dvanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey
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Copy for OVOliIt faul ok
ard l'niv rsity
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y 23. 1951

Dear Provost Buck:

Since this is one of the rare occasions in which there is
a conflict between my interests as III Overseer and my obligations as
Director. I thought it right to let you kr ow what we were up to. e
are fully aware of the possibility that ~tneywill not want to accept
our offer. We did think you should know that we had made it.

With every good w1s h.

Robert Oppenheimer

Provost Paul Buck
Harvard University
Cambridge 38. ' s.
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THE l:\STlTUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, SEW JERSEY
Copy I s. Russell

3, 51

!erl

t p].elaswre
t Tour lot.1 ua.

ent.flWl:1&I1to:1c about t

_er.

all eat~1l' to t ur &llIIwer.

~ .
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7.7

THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Princeton, New Jersey

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS

HASSLER W1llTNEY

Hassler Whitney was born March 23, 1907 in New York City.
His undergraduate studies were at Yale, and he received his Ph.D.
degree from Harvard in 1932. He was a National Research Council
Fellow at Princeton University in 1931-32 and at Harvard in 1932-33.
At Harvard he was successively Instructor, 1933-35, Assistant Professor,
1935-40, Associate Professor, 1940-46, and Professor, 1946-52. He
accepted the appointment as Professor of Mathematics at the Institute
for Advanced Study in 1952.

Whitney's interest has been mainly in topology and its
applications, especially applications to differentiable manifolds.
His methods are geometric and intuitive and his work is marked by
great originality and strength. He is regarded by mathematicians
throughout the world as an outstanding scholar, a leader in his
field , and in the front rank of mathematicians of his age. His
lectures, writing and personal contacts have been of wide influence.
Several mathematicians, including Chern, Eilenberg, and Steenrod
have been greatly stimulated by him and the same is true of a
number of younger people at Harvard and elsewhere.

A large part of his work has been on differentiable manifolds
and it is on this subject that he gave the ColloqUium Lectures before
the American Mathematical Society at Cornell in 1946.

He helped develop the subject of cohomology and made some of
its first applications. He has made important contributions to the
problem of determining whether or not two given objects in a space
can be continuously deformed so that they coincide.
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Hassler ~lhitney

Born March 23, 1907

Ph. B. Yale 1928

11us. B. Yale 1929

Ph. D. Harvard 1932

Hon. Sc. D. Yale 1947

National Research Council Fellm~, Princeton 1931-2, Harvard 1932-3.

Instr. Harvard 33-35, Assistant Prof. 35-40, Assoc. Prof. 40-46, Prof. 46 --

ilhitney's interest has been mainly in topology and its applications

especially a,plications to differentiable manifolds. His methods are geometric

and intuitive and his work is marked by great originality and strength. He is

regarded by mathematicians throughout the lmrld as an outstanding scholar, a

leader in his field, and in the front rank of mathematicians of his age. His

lectures, writings, and personal contacts have been of wide influence.

Several mathematicians, including Chern, Eilenberg, and Steenrod have been

greatly stimulated by him mld the same is true of a number of younger people

at Harvard and elsewhere.

This statement attempts to describe mainly in non-technical language

some of his interests which can be most easily so described and it is not

intended to be an exhaustive or l~ell rounded account.

As mentioned above, a large part of his work has been on differentiable

manifolds m1d it is on this subject that he gave the colioquium lectures before

the American Mathematical Society at Cornell in 1946. A differentiable mm1i

fold is a smooth geometric figure of any number of dimensions, some exam~les

in low dimensions being the circle, the surface of a sphere or the surface

of a ring. These manifolds arise in many l<ays in algebra, geometry, and

~alysis. To take one illustration, each ~oint of a manifold may represent
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the state of a mechanical system, and the :~anifold as a whole is then the

totality of lJossi"ble states of the s'·stem. Changes in the system cause the

points to move about on the manifold. These facts were largely the motiva

tion for the original work in the subject by "oincare. Locally a manifold

is like a euclidean snace (euclidean s?ace is the ordinary space of our

experience or its connter':>art in hic;her dimensions) of the same dimension

but taken in its entirety there may be great differences and t"e stn.dy of

these differences is one of the tasks of topology.

There are t~TO different \lays to give a precise definition of differ

entiable m~,ifolds, the first by abstract oostulates and the second by

regarding the ~nifold as imbedded in euclidean space by means of equations.

,lhitney sh~,ed that these two points of vim' come to the same thing so that

it is permissible to adopt whichever is more convenient. He showed first

that an abstract n-dimensional manifold can be imbedded in euclidean space

of 2n+l dimensions and later that 2n dimensions is sufficient. The question

of how many dinensions are necessary to imbed a particular manifold is very

difficult and almost all the information kn~fn has been obtained by Whitney.

He has an eX2lll'Jle of a 4-dimensional manifold (the complex projective plane)

>!hich can not be imbedded in 7-dimensional space.

At each point of a manifold there is a collection of tangents which

themselves form a space or a fibre, called the tangent space at the point.

The tot,ality of these tangent spaces or fibres forms a larger S':lace called

a fibre snace, and an examination of this larger space has been fruitful.

The idea of fibre spaces, that is spaces built up by layers of other spa!>es,

had many origins but Whitney t'as one of the first, and most successful, to

exploit it in this direction. He and othel'S used these l.Arge spaces to find

prol,ert1 as o:f t.hp. orlp.i n"J man; fold.
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Many of his early papers ;lere on one-dimenaional complexes or graphs

uith some attention to the four color map problem. In another early paper

he eave a characterization of a plane in the language of combinatorial

topology. At about the same time he studied families of curves of the Id.nd

,,,hich are solutions of differential equations. His next papers were on

properties of derivatives and 'fere at least partly in preparation for his

work on differentiable manifolds. He remarked in 1936 (in Scripta Uathe

matica) that he regarded his best '9aners up to that time as numbers 5, 10,

15, 18, 25, and 26 of the bibliography.

He helped develop the subject of cohomology and made some of its

first applications. He has made important contributions to the problem of

determining whether or not t;,0 given objects in a space can be continuously

deformed so that they coincide.

~Jhitney has several hobbies including mountain c~ing and music.

It may be of interest that he is a descendent of Eli Whitney, inventor of

the cotton gin, and of Simon Nelfcomb, the mathematical astronomer. His

honorary degree from Yale came at the centennial celebration of the found

ine of the Sheffield scientific school. At about this time he was offered

a Sterling professorship at Yale but did not accept. Durin(l the war he

carried on mathematical research for the NDRC. He was invited to give an

hour addre::s at the International Congress of Mathematicians held at

Harvard in 1950, and he was chairman of the conference on topololY, held

at the congress. He also addressed internat:i..onal meetings of topologists

in Paris in 1948 and in Moscow in 1935. He has been llice president of the

American Mathematical Society and is a member of the Naticnal AcadeJ1l1 of

SCiences and t.h.e PbiJ.osophical Society.
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